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500 Iraqis
ki lled in
bombing

tting it close
es will trim budget
eet Edgar's plea
r Jim Edgar told Illinois
ty presidents, including
president Stan Rives,
to cut one percent from
ent budgets as part of
$75 million in statewide
ed to alleviate a foreseen
et crunch.
officials, therefore, must
f1,XJ from the current budhas asked state universivide $13 million of the
'Ilion in statewide budget

• Edgar wa.n ts to
curb taxes. Page 3
• Legislator skeptical of plan. Page 3

chancellors received news of the
budget cuts Monday while attending a regular meeting of chancellors and presidents in Springfield.
In a prepared statement, Edgar
said budget cuts are necessary to
offset years of deficit spending by
the state government and warned
that the current cuts are only the
said Wednesday that pro- beginning.
"State government has been
demic programs will be
t priority" as budget cuts spending far more than it has been
taking in, and it is time we reverse
so said that layoffs of that pattern by making tough budployees are unlikely and getary decisions, the statement said.
ly be used· as a "last · Adding that "these cuts are only
the beginning," he said that they
believe we can accom- "accurately telegraph" what can be
without layoffs," Rives expected when he announces his
fiscal year '92 budget on March 6.
"Austerity and more austerity
n hike and salary freezes
year are possibilities that will be needed in the months and
not discount, but he said years ahead" to "balance the budget
would not be dealt with and meet priority needs, such as
' university presidents and

DHAHRAN, Saudi Arabia (AP)
- Allied warplanes, in a pinpoint
bombing that sent shock waves far
beyond Iraq, destroyed an underground shelter in Baghdad on
Wednesday, and officials there said
500 civilians were killed. The
United States called it a military
command center, not a bomb shelter.
By nightfall, 14 hours after the
pre-dawn attack, crews were still

• Continued on page 2

Daredevil dunk
One of the Bud Light Dared~l'ils, a show team that specializes in slamdunking for halftime shows, dunks a basket in front of4,000 Tuesday night
at Lant: Gym where the Pa11thers lost to Northem /owa. Sto1y,page 12.

ningitis deaths spur campus worries
cent deaths of two University of
students of spinal meningitis have
many Eastern students to worry
possible spread of the disease here.
e University Health Service and the
cy room at Sarah Bush Lincoln
nter have reported a number of stumplaining of the same symptoms
th the disease.
're coming in," said Richard Larson,
of the University Health Service.
ded the health service has been busy
students who don't know what to do
e disease and what the criteria for
is.
ame has happened at Sarah Bush.
increased in the number of people,''
blic relations official with the center.
'ust being cautious because of what
pen." Since the U of I incident, she
pie are more sensitive to the effects
and are more aware of the posontracting it.
t student at the U of I's Champaign
, Gregory Mank, died Saturday of
occemia. And the second student,
cDonnell , died early Monday. Since
death occurred, the health service at
ity has been testing people who had
lose contact with the victims.
is no stranger to this type of disease
rson recalled a case in the spring
of 1989 when soccer player Erik
'ed following a brief illness of spinal
·s, a bacterial infection of the spinal

U of I students 'back to normal'
after virus killed two classmates
CHAMPAIGN (AP) - University of Illinois
students are resuming nonnal routines as fear
caused by the meningitis-related deaths of two
sophomores subside, officials said Wednesday.
"I would say we are very close to returning
to normal," Lucille lsdale, director of the university's McKinley Health Center, said
Wednesday. "Looking around today you would
never even know we'd had a problem." The
health center had distributed antibiotics to
5,550 studenls by late Tuesday since the first of
the student deaths this weekend.
"Yesterday we treated 2,500 students,"
Isdale said. "Today there's nothing, no lines
and the number of calls we're.receiving bas •
greatly diminished." The medication, whrah
cost the health center about $21,000, wa:s distributed to students free of charge. Univer.Sity
ufficials estimate the cost Of providing medication, examining students and answering quesfions. will be more than $100,000 including
personnel time,
_Distribution of the antibiotic began after
Gregory Mank of Belleville died at Carle
cord membranes leading to the brain.
"There's been more interest in these two
(University of Illinois cases) than we had in
our one. It was treated calmly." Larson said
after Proffitt contracted the disease, the soccer
team was called in to be treated, along with
any close contacts of his.
The most recent deaths have caused many

Foundation Hospital on Saturday. Brian
McDonnell of Darien died at CarJe Monday.
Both were 19.
Doctors said the two died of meningococcemia, a blood infection caused by the
meningococcus bacteria, which also causes
meningitis.
The bacteria can produce flu-like symptoms
before quic.kly killing its victims, but it is treatable if patients seek help quickly.
..,,
There was talk among srodents of caneeling
parties and skipping classes as a result of the
meningitis-related deaths. But most students
said they wou.ld cany on with their lives.
Kurt Volkman, 19, who lived thre.e doors
from McDonnell in Hopkins Hall dormito.ry1
said: "l'm sure he- would have wanted us
continue working hard, because he always
worked hard1n his classes.'' Health center
autbo.rines are giving UI students eight capsules apiece of Rifampin, also used against
tuberculosis, as a preventative measure. The
students were told to take two every 12 hours.

to

Eastern students, especially those who have
been in contact with someone from the U of I,
to wonder if they are susceptible to the disease.
"S ure they're scared, and it's an understanding response to the situation," Larson
said. "All you can do is see them and treat

+ Continued on page 2

pulling charred bodies, some of
them children, from tbe demolished
structure, an Associated Press correspondent reported from Baghdad.
Distraught relatives crowded the
smoke-filled streets.
Iraq's health minister, AbdelSalam Mohammed Saeed, described the precision bombing as "a
well-planned crime." But the U.S.
command in Saudi Arabia, and later
the White House, said the subterranean concrete facility had been
positively identified - and accurately targeted - as an Iraqi military
command-and-control center.
"We don 't know why civilians
were at that location," said Marlin
Fitzwater, President Bush's spokesman. American officials blamed
Iraq's leadership for the tragedy,
saying it had put civilians "in
harm's way." The AP correspondent, Dilip Ganguly, inspected the
ruins with other journalists and said
he saw no obvious sign of a military presence.
Coupled with continuing civilian
deaths elsewhere, the Baghdad
bombing was sure to inflame an
international debate over the war's
costs and tactics.
Another new report of civilian
casualties came from Jordanian
refugees who reached their homeland Wednesday from Kuwait.
They said allied warplanes last
Saturday attacked their bus as it left
Kuwait, killing 30 of their countrymen.
At U.N. headquarters in New
York, where Third World diplomats
sought an open Security Council
discus sion on the conflict , an
African delegate, Bagbeni Nzengeya of Zaire, said the civilian
deaths "will make everyone think
again about the scope of the war."
The Soviet Union, meanwhile,
announced another step in its search
for a negotiated settlement to the
Persian Gulf War.
Iraq's foreign minister, Tariq
Aziz, will fly to Moscow this weekend to meet with Soviet President
Mikhail Gorbachev, a Soviet
spokesman said.

Meningitis d.e aths
+From page 1
them if they need it."
The disease meningococcemia, a blood disease related to
menin2itis, is spread by droplets
sprayed into the air from sneezing and coughing . A bacteria,
menin-gococci enters the body
through the nose and mouth and
settles in the throat.
The disease causes inflamma-

tion of the membrane s covering
the brain and spinal cord and
may be caused by any of several
bacteria.
Larson said that the bacteria is
commonly found in some people.
" This organism is found in
about 5 percent of the population . A vast majority of them
never get sick," he added.
However, for some people, as in

th e case of the two U of I students, the bacteria can become
deadly.
The symptoms of the disease
can include reg ular cold
symptoms, such a s headaches,
fever and chills, Larson said. In
addition, the person may become
lethargic, undergo personality
changes and become confused
and/or combative.
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•From page 1
improving education," Edgar said.
"It is essential that we take these
actions - and others that will follow
- to return this state to fiscal stability."
Rives said he has charged his
vice president for administration
and finance, his vice president for
academic affairs and his vice president for student affairs with going
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makers question Edgar's property tax plans
(AP)
rs reacted skeptically
y to Gov. Jim Edgar's
quick action to limit
vernments' power to
property taxes.
lawm akers prai sect
speech as a thorough
the state's most pressms. But many, primarrats, said his property
doesn't address probss the state. Edgar proiting increases to 5
r the rate of inflation,
r is lower.
Speaker Michael Ma-Chicago, said action
ty taxes must account
ences between suburand Illinois' cities and

sperate need of tax rev! to provide the basic
services, such as police
and sanitation." he
ou can't just address
cular bill when you talk
I estate taxes." Others
Edgar 's March 31, tarfor action on property
unrealistic for so com-

the Legislature probably would
act on the plan before the dead1i ne, although a victory isn't
guaranteed.
"I certainly have got an open
mind and I think everybody
does," he said. "I think property
tax relief and reform is on

everybody's mind - certainly all
of us who stood for re-election
last November. That's what people were talking about all across
the state." Democratic Party
Chairman Gary LaPaille labelled Edgar's proposals "the
shuffling of a very old deck,"

according to a release.
Edgar's recommendations and
personnel choices are echoes of
former Gov. James Thompson's
administration, said LaPaille,
who · is also Madigan 's chief of
staff.
Rep. William Black, R-Dan-

ville, said the property tax system can't be improved without
taking the time to listen to people from all around the state.
He said property in his area is
declining in value, so local officials are sometimes forced to
increase the tax rate just to bring
in the same amount of money.
While Edgar's plan to cap
increases might help some
areas, it could hurt others, Black
said.
"It may endanger very vital
services . ... " he said. "I don't
think that's property tax relief."
House Majority Leader Jim
McPike, D-Alton, said property
tax relief shouldn't be passed
without action on the temporary
income tax increase.
"We're not going to tell units
of local government that we 're
going to cap the amount of rev enue they have before we tell
them whether or not they're
going to have the surcharge
extendea," he said . "How are
they supposed to pay for anything?"
Few of Edgar's proposals
were labelled unrealistic, although some lawmakers said he
won't be able to address all the
problems his address covered.

will review demand
cultural diversity class
ts may face a required
cultural diversity as part
's new general educagram if a campus ta sk
its way.
Council on Academic
will hear a proposal
y from Eastern 's Task
n Enhan cing Minority
tion to make a course
to cultural diversity a
1011 requirement. CAA
y Bates said.
AA will meet at 2 p.m. in
la(fuscola Room of the
uther King Jr. University
uncil also will review a
list of courses compiled
sk force to fill the prouirement.
not adverse to it at all,"
id, adding the cultural
y issue needs to be

g a low percentage of
and international stucampus, Bates said the
diversity "limits students'
onal experience a little
g its selection process for
education courses, the

council listed cultural diversity as
a characteristic it would want
courses to possess. A CAA subcommittee appointed in January
to look at options for integrating
cultural diversity into the core
said diversity is addresse d
through several or all of the
courses in the foreign language,
cultural experience, foundations
of civilizations and the human
behavior, socia l interaction and
well-being components of the
program.
However. Bates said he didn't
want to comment on whether he
believed the CAA has already
addressed the issue adequately.
For now, the fate of the cultural
diversity issue may hinge on what
definition of cultural diversity the
task force chooses to em')Jloy.
At a Jan. 24 CAA meeting,
member John Haley questioned
whether the task force meant
black/white relations when the
members talked of cultural diversity.
Bates said Wednesday, "you
really need to listen to what they
(task force members) have to say
to make up your mind."
The CAA also will continue its
work to integrate the university
honors· program with the new
general education program.

ate considers new policy
Sarde ll a said the advanced
deposit is applied to tuition and
fees payment.
"It's a better use of seats, stug the jump into Eastern 's
h-tone registration system dents cannot load-up on classes,"
e a little easier by a pre- Sardella said.
n at Wednesday night 's
Assuring that students will not
be confused by the system, Sardella
Senate meeting.
Sardella, Eastern 's assis- said a voice prompt will guide
tor of registration, said he them through their selection of
about the touch-tone sys- classes. Sardella reminded students
that there are "no bad they must meet with their advisers
we don't lose anything but before they call. "Students must
meet with their advisers first so the
many things."
omputerized system will adviser can put a flag (indicator of
ch 4 for the summer and faculty advisement) by the students
s, which will allow stu- name," Sardella said.
The initial cost of the touch-tone
register by phone and prodrops. Students must P,ay syst~m is $65.000 which Sardella
t of $25 for summer classes ' said exc ludes the cost programming employment fees.
for the fall session.

KEN TREVARTHAN/Staff photographer

Freshman Karina Volodka administers ashes to a parishioner during the Ash Wednesday service held
Wednesday afternoon in the Grand Ballroom. Ash Wednesday marks the beginning of the Lenten season.

About 1,500 mark Ash Wednesday
About 1,5 00 Eastern stu dents, staff, faculty and Charleston residents participated in
Ash Wednesday ceremonies
Wednesday, which marks the
beginning of the traditional 40day Lenten season for Roman
Catholics.
The day is marked by
Catholics having ashes put on
their foreheads in the sign of
the cross. The ceremony is a
symbo li c request for the for giveness of sins. Three ceremonies were offered throug hout
the day at Grand Ballroom in
the Martin Luther King Jr.
University Union , said Sherry

Lanham, a campus minister for
the Newman Catholic Community. Ceremonies were held
at noon, 4:30 p.m., and 6:30
p.m.
She said th e re are about
4,000 Roman Catholic students
on Eastern campus, making it
Eastern 's largest religious
denomination.
"It's (the Lenten season) kind
of a baptismal retreat," Lanham
said. "It gives us time to think
why we were baptized and how
we ' re supposed to live."
The Lenten season will continue until Easter Sunday.
Traditionally, it is also a time

for "alms g ivin g, praye r and
fasting" for Roman Catholics.
She said the season is typically
associated with students "giving something up" such as
candy, swearing and other bad
habits.
But now, she said the
Catholic church is stressing that
Catholics a l so pursue something positive for the season,
such as going out their way to
good for other people, devote
time to family and friends, and
read scriptures from the Bible.

- Staff report

Missing mental patient found dead
The Coles County Sheriff's Department reported
that a body found in a cornfield outside of Charleston
Wednesday morning was that of a resident of a local
facility for people with mental disabilities who was
reported missing Tuesday.
The body of Terry Bower, 27, was found about I 0
a.m. Wednesday in a cornfield less than a mile north of
Westfield road in Hutton Township. Bower, who was a
resident of the Omega House. 910 17th St., Charleston.
was last seen late Tuesday afternoon.

No cause of death has been determined, but foul play
is not suspected. Coles County Coroner Dick Lynch
will conduct an autopsy to determine the actual cause.
The Coles County Sheriff's Departme nt. the
Charleston Police Department and the Illinois State
Police Division of Criminal Investigation are investigating the death.
-Staff report
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U of I meningitis
scare could pose
problems here
Students at the University of Illinois in
Urbana are scared this week by the deaths of
two U of I sophomores.
The students are scared because doctors
say the two men - Brian McDonnell of Darien
and Gregory Mank of Belleville - died of
meningococemia, a fast-moving blood infection caused by the menlngococcus bacteria,
which also causes meningitis.
U of I doctors want the university community to be cautious but not scared; although
the infection is quite contagious, it is treatable
if patients seek help quickly.
The way the bacterial infection takes shape
is common enough: a
cough, Hu-like symptoms
or a stiff neck. But what's
uncommon is what can happen if the problems go untreated too long.
' Eastern had a similar scare with meningitis
in April of 1989 when sophomore soccer
player Erik Proffitt contracted the infection,
which resulted in his death.
As Proffitt's teammates and the campus
grieved, they also worried about the ramifications on the whole team, people who had
been in close proximity to the midfielder.
Yet no one else at Eastern contracted the
infection, even those who had been so close
to Proffitt.
No one in Charleston became hysterical although many were careful and took cautionary measures - about the public health problem Proffit's death posed.
But in Champaign/Urbana there is a certain
amount of hy~~~ria, perhaps because two people have already died and a tt)jr-0 is in the_hgspital.
· -·
And while it's a good thing,to be conscious
of the problem, it is not a goOct thing to let it
overshadow the rest of one's life. to let it lead
a campus population to hysteria.
The bottom line is that if you think you may
have some of these symptoms, it is best to
get yourself checked by a trained professional.
After all, many Eastern students travel to
the U of I for the weekend, and though the
chances are slim that someone here had contracted the infection, students would be better
off to be cautious.
just because this thing is happening up the
road a few miles north, doesn't mean it can't
happen in Charleston; in fact, it did.

Editorial

Studying literature af Harvard is like learning atiout
women a~ .the Mayo ~ linic.
' ~ ·' "• R oy
' • '8 7Otmt.
, . J r.

Editor's note: The following is a reprint of a letter
sent by Faculty Senate Chair David Carpenter to
Eastern President Stan Rives on Monday.
Dear President Rives:
I am writing on behalf of Eastern Illinois University's
Faculty Senate concerning the new core curriculum and the
proposed Fall 1991 implementation thereof. Clearly the existing and thus binding Faculty Senate Constitution precludes
the need for such a letter as this, providing that the president of
Eastern Illinois University respects and abides by that said
constitution; but during your 7 February 1991 meeting with
the senate's executive committee you made it quite clear that,
in your view, a letter to you 'from the senate is in order. It is
my duty to inform you, therefore, that Eastern 's Faculty Senate
believes that you have made clear your intent to circumvent
the senate's constitution, itself in complete accord with the
Board of Goyeroors By-laws. Goyernim: Policies and
Re~ulatjons (specifically Article II, 7. A., "Participation in
University Governance"). by refusing to state that you will
honor both the letter and the spirit of Article III of our constii
tution. Through such circumvention, furthermore, you will be response to and u
denying all of Eastern 's faculty members their fundamentally <Faculty Senate Constitution, p.2; underlining
democratic right to due process, and such circumvention and
Any attempt to circumvent the letter and spirit of
violation of our rights is totally indefensible and unacceptable.
Mr. President, must be seen as a willfully undem
The "Preamble" of Eastern's Faculty Senate Constitutjon ver to avoid "open communication" and preclude
states that the "constitution evolves from twin premises: that "that all parties which are properly concerned are
the primary function of the University is the preservation, The ninety-day consultation period mandated by
extension and dissemination of knowledge; iUlll that partici- constitution is especially important and extremely
pation in the direction of the University js both the riKht the case of the new core-curriculum proposal, since
iUlll responsibility of all who perform thjs function" (under- few faculty members have seen all ofCAA's rec
lining ours). Furthermore, in the section entitled "Functions," as a whole package, and since D2...2m of the faculty
the constitution states, "All matters affecting the welfare of the the proposal you and Dr. Kindrick have derived
University are the necessary concern of the Faculty Senate, "package." Furthermore, Eastern's Witt
[which] may initiate any recommendations and consider any allowed the opportunity to study the core-curricul
and all matters affecting that welfare" (Article II, sec. 2). that you arrive at, .!2d2u you present it to the
Likewise, and as referred to above, the Board of Goyernors Governors for approval. Eastern 's ................,.._-....
By-Jaws. GoverninK Policies and ReJulatjons stipulates that requires of Eastern 's president the said allowance,
"the appropriate and duly constituted committees of faculty tees to the faculty that they shall have it.
government shall participate in the decision-making process
Obviously, the required minimum ninety-day
of the university in," besides other areas, "University curricu- period will likely make impossible the proposed
lum" (Article II, 7. A., p.8; underlining ours).
implementation of the new core curriculum; but
You will note, Mr. President, as you have previously noted in the implementation than to circumvent due
to the senate's executive committee, that the senate's constitu- 1ate several hundred faculty members' rights to
tion stipulates: "The Council on Academic Affairs has exclu- and to participate in university governance. Es
sive council-level responsibility for developing recommenda- considering that what the faculty has seen of the
1i2m to the President through the Vice President for Academic riculum thus far indicates that the new program
Affairs concerning," among other things, "general education focus and substance. It is not less a "cafeteria-style
course requirements and all course requirements that are appli- than the present general studies curriculum, gives
cable to all undergraduate degree programs" (Article VII, sec. ground to specialized and pre-professional cou
l.a.(2)(a), p.4; underlining ours)- Eastern 's Faculty Senate vides insufficient guarantees that students will
respects and has abided by its constitution, insofar as the sen- knowledge and the aptitudes that ought to be cen
ate has at no time attempted to impede the deliberations of al education.
Mr. President. the quality and kind of core cu ·
CAA as it worked to arrive at recommendations to you concerning the new core curriculum. Those same recommenda- is implemented at Eastern will probably prove to
tions, however, which you are presently studying, will presum- greatest determiner in this decade of what kind of
ably culminate in a major academic planning proposal-i.e., a Eastern will be; of what caliber of students we
new core curriculum for Eastern Illinois University-that you educate and graduate; of what caliber of faculty we
will have to take before the Board of Governors for approval and retain; and of what kind of reputation Eastern
before it is implemented. However, ~ you take that major locally and nationally. Therefore, and once agaill,
planning proposal to the Board for approval, Eastern 's ~ · Faculty Senate strongly urges you to abide by its
~ Constitution requires you to communicate that prorelay your core-curriculum proposal to us, and
posal to the senate and allow the senate "at least a ninety-day the president of the university is required to by
consultation period" (Article III, sec. 3., p.2).
our constitution- at least a ninety-day consultation
It seems appropriate here to cite Article III of the constitu- that Eastern's faculty shall have adequate time to
tion in its entirety:
proposal, respond to it and perhaps suggest changes
ARTICLE 111--COMMUNICATION RESPONSIBILITY:
Quite simply, being responsive to the common
MA.JOB ACADEMIC OR ADMINISTRATIVE
needs not only of faculty but of all students and of
·
PLANNING
of the academic community involved in sustaining the
Section 1. The Faculty Senate shall serve as an ombudsman in learning and shared participatiS;'n; Eastern 's Faculty
consideration of major academic or administrative planning not tolerate any attempts _to circumvent the letter
proposals to promote open communication and assure that all documents (e.g., our Faculty Senate Constitution)
_partie~ which are properly concerned are consulted. In addiguarantee and protect our rights to participate in ~iv
-tion, the Faculty Senate may serve as a "sowding board" to the ·nl)Jlce, Wi~ aeciSion:ma!<.ing ano the,shaping_of ma:
President or Academic Vice President ~hen they seek faculty , ~ Vje teq1Jest thflt you resj)oQ_ct In wri.ting no I
advice in assessing faculty response toplanning proposals. • ) , Februfu-y 1991-/ indicatfog clearly whether you in
-·section 2. After appropriate administrative consultation, the Article III of the Faculty•Senate Constitutjon by
President or Academic Vice President shall relay major aca- senate the said ninety-day consultation period.
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RHA places 2nd at conference ·

EEKLY COLUMN BY E. DUANE ELBERT
RECOUNTING EASTERN 1S PAST ...

URNING BACK THE PAGES
itor 's note: E. Duane Elbert is
rn's centennial historian, preparor the university's JOOth annil'erin 1995. Jn commemoration of that
the recent 75th anniversary of The
Eastern News. Elbert's weekly
n will take us back to what w~s
ning this week on campus 75, 50
25 years ago.

75 years ago, Feb. 8, 1916
Normal School News
ns for the senior class play have
started. Every year the senior class
a play toward the close of the year
e proceeds from it go to the stu's loan fund, which gives help to
students.

protection system is a mongrel that cannot be expected to serve adequately.

* * *
Speaking before an all-male chapel
last Wednesday, Feb. 5, Alfred D.
Houston, Speech instructor at the
University of Illinois, noted that the
majority of people in the world are
inclined to ally the word "propaganda"
with socially undesirable acts. This, he
said, is not always the case for a great
deal of our commercial advertising is
conducted on the same principles and
with the same ends in view as are the
propagandizing efforts of warring
nations.

25 years ago, Feb. 9, 1966
Eastern News

* * *

'
e hearts of the skaters were
again
e glad. On acco'unt of the cold
er of last week the lake is frozen
thickness of several inches and the
·ng is safe. Many students have
y taken advantage of the ice.
* * *
itorial) A new semester has now
d and if you wish to attend the athgames it is to your advantage to
asemester ticket.
ere are two reasons why you
Id buy this ticket. The first reason
tin doing so you help the athletic
iation along. This association is
y the students and is for everyone
goes to the school. The second rea's that you get more for your money
ying a ticket. The price of a dollar
a half admits you to membership in
thletic association and admits you
games held on the home grounds.

50 years ago, Feb. 12, 1941
Eastern Teachers News
ryouts for the senior class play,
Town" by Thorton Wilder, will be
duled soon after the spring vacaJune 2, has been set by Director
rt Shiley as the tentative date for
resentation of the play.
ditorial) Charleston city council's
oval by a 7-2 vote of Mayor G.P.
er 's appointment of six fully paid
en brings the Friendly City's fire

Opera singer David Lloyd will present an Artists Series "Fine Arts" concert 8 p.m. tomorrow in the Fine Arts
Theatre ... The Eastern Symphony
Orchestra will present its winter concert
Feb. 16, in the Fine Arts Theatre .... Ben
Watkins, a member of the Eastern art
staff, will lecture on Waldo Pierce and
his paintings at 8 p.m. today in the Paul
Sargent Gallery.
·

* * *
Programmed reading is an experiment
in using "radically different materials"
according to first grade teacher and
supervisor Ann Jackson of the Buzzard
Laboratory School.
The project, designed to place "the
child in control of the learning rate," is
being instigated in the first grade atthe
Lab School.

* **
Eastern 's varsity cagers could virtually make complete amends for a losing
season that started more than two
months ago when they face three foes in
less than a week that have already post- ·
ed victories over them earlier in the
campaign.
What's even more significant is the
fact that all three will be played in Lantz
Gym thus marking one of those odd
times when intermurals will take a back
seat to inner-collegiate sports on this
campus.

By CHARLENE BURRIS
Staff writer
Twenty-six of Eastern 's Residence
Hall Association members were among
hundreds of other students from universities across Illinois attending the Illinois
Residence Hall Association (IRHA) conference this past weekend.
The conference and awards ceremony,
titled "Welcome to the Reel World," was
held at the University of Illinois in
Champaign.
Eastern's RHA organization, which
will meet at 5 p.m. Thursday in the
Pemberton Hall basement, came away
with several awards and honors from this
year's conference.
Eastern's RHA came in second in the
running for school of the year.
Patrick Bradley, RHA adviser and the
assistant director of housing, received the
adviser of the year award. Eastern also
won the award for most school spirit for
a large delegation.

Students and advisers from Eastern
also presented sessions on topics ranging
from leadership to self-help issues. RHA
President Eric Fultz presented a program
on criticism. "A lot of people liked my
program and wanted to present it at their
schools," Fultz said.
Three Eastern resident assistants ran
for executive positions on the IRHA
council. Rich Ruscitti, an RA at Carman
Hall, was elected the new membership
vice-president. Both Roberta Schuller
and Jill Binder ran in elections that
resulted in a toss-up. Their positions may
be appointed at this weekend's IRHA
executive meeting.
Fultz said Eastern 's RHA delegation
has gotten "a lot stronger and a lot closer," resulting in a group that works well
together.
RHA members will discuss their conference and award stories at Thursday's
meeting, as well as the RHA office move
to Stevenson Hall and the RHA retreat at
Turkey Run planned for this weekend.

Corrections Center quits
bid for Ashmore property
By KATHIE ROBERTSON
Staff writer
Corrections Corp., the company that proposed a juvenile treatment center for nearby
Ashmore. has decided to drop its battle to
locate the facility there, corporation director
John Robinson said.
After being turned down by the Ashmore
Zoning Board of Appeals in December for a
zoning variance to permit the facility, the corporation still had appeals options open to it.
However, Robinson said the company does
not wish to go through either the zoning or
appeals channels again because of the negative sentiment toward the facility.
For such a program to work, community
support is necessary from the beginning, he
said. "Even if a judge overturned the decision
you cannot go into a negative atmosphere,"
Robinson said. "You need community support."
The facility was intended to house about
50 juvenile boys, ages 14 to 18, who could
have been referred from state agencies such
as the Department of Children and Family
Services in Springfield. The juveniles are in
need of psychiatric rather than punitive care.
However, from the time it was proposed,
local residents and others had opposed the

center. Finally, at the Dec. 18 meeting of the
Ashmore Zoning Board of Appeals, the company's . r~quest for a zoning variance was
·
denied.
. But even though Corrections Corp. has
pulled out of the deal, landowner Paul
Swinford plans to ·continue the process to
pave the way for other companies with simi1ar plans . Swinford owns the former
Ashmore Estates, about eight miles east of
Charleston, where the facility would have
located.
Swinford plans to re-apply to the board for
a zoning variance, rather than going through
the courts. "I would rather not get involved in
a legal issue," he said.
Ashmore attorney Thomas Louge said the
board 's refusal to grant the variance was
based on the belief that the facility would be
a "penal or correction institution" not a treatment center, and as such would "clash with
the present neighborhood."
'
However, Swinford said he believes the
board misunderstood the center's purpose. So
to answer any remaining questions, Swinford
said the best route to take is to re-apply for
the variance.
"No questions came up during the first
application, maybe reapplying will bring
questions out," he said

t,:.~.:.:.:.:.::.:.:.:.::.:.:.:.::.:.:.:.::.:.:.:.::.:.:.:.::.:.:.:.::1:-1;;;=:=:=:::!.----------~
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6:30-5 Byrd's*
Sat 8-12
345-4546

We
Deliver
11am-11pm

Thur Heart Desir-es
tonite at

c/tl.arty's~. .

A VALEN TINE
SPECIAL ·
50 YOU CAN LOOK YOUR BEST
FOR THE ONE YOU LOVE!

ALL PERMS

$10 OFF
Reg. $.36 and up
Now $26 and up
Exp . M a rch 9

Must present coupon

[ v1sA ] 345-6363

610 W. Lincoln

1/2 Price on Anyt
on the Menu
Tuesday - Thursday 0
(except nightly speci
Offer Expires 2 -28-9
OPEN: TUES. - SUN. EVE
5 :00 pm to Close
SUNDAY LUNCH SER
I lam · 2 pm
3300 Marshall
235-5712

•............................,
Please Present Coupon When Ordering

••
WANTED=
Romantic;
Draft Night •• Bumorous or L13htheart:e
•
&Shooter Bar Specials ••
Ori81na] Notes
•: WHICH YOU HAVE SENT OR RECEIVED
Sat: Color Blind

ROC'S. r

Roma~s

000$~~6~;e~pm

••CARRY-OUT SPECIAL••
:

GOOD 7 DAYS A WEEK

:

•
If you have a note from someone special that you wouldn't
•sharing with others in a future publication, please send a photost
•excellent photocopy to:

: A Large (16") : :
Is
: ausage p•1zza I: •
:

:I

I ·
I
I

$6.95
Good on Cany-Out Only 7 Days a Week

offer expires 3/3/91

Stretch It At
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What's missing
from this picture?
You and
The Daily Eastern News

SPRING BREAK/
FASHION GUIDE
Thursday, Feb. 21st
Deadline is TODAY!

Firebird Graphic Images
Route 1 Box 135
Atwood, IL 61913

:I

•
If you wish, you may type the message and/or change
•names of those involved. Submissions with original poetry or a
I •are encouraged. Please include a very brief statement granting
I •mission to use the work. Please include your name and h
I : address. You will be notified by mail prior to publication should
• note be accepted.
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.............................
,
••
Wrangler
••
Romance
••
••
Roast Beef
••
•

••
••
••
••
•••
••
••
••
••
•••
•••
••
•: True Love
laaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaA

Happy Valentine's Day
. l"M EXCITED! THATS

Lincoln Pit Girls : Have a great
Valentine·s Day! Love. Dana.

Jean. We "ve been through a lot in a sholt
time. but it's all behind now. Happy
Valentine ·s Day! Love. Tony.

Charlie - Hello Sunshine, l'U always
love you! Happy AnniverS1ry
totllOITln'I". Your Bunny, Wendy.

Kins & Meers. Happy Valentine's
Day to the Best AGB's a girl could
ha•-el Lo\'e ya, ~tarlynn.
Alan - Happy V-day and I YEAR
Anniversary (Feb. 16). Love ya- Your
Little One.

MEN OF SIGMA CHI: HAPPY
VALENTINE"S DAY! HOPE TO SEE
YOU TONIGHT! LOVE. TRACY.

TLB: Let's be honest! Thank you for
being a pan of my life. LB.
- ATPROTE I Love You -

Pretty Boy. Won "t you be my sexy
Valentine? Suicide Blonde.

•

HEY BABY DOLL. HAVE YOU
SEEN MY BAG OF TRICKS
LATELY? I LOVE YOU (BECAUSE
YOU'RE MY FAVORITE!) ... FELIX.

Sweethea1t Jennifer Langland Valentine"s Day. Glad to have
Love Johnny Ray.

Love Message #2 for B.S.U. - Jeffy.

Suz - Look out for flying arrows this
weekend. Ha!Ha! Happy Valentine's
Day! Love ya. Allison.
Jeny. You "re my heat. You "re my fire.
You fill my soul with sweet desire. All I
ask is for your presence on this
Valentine "s Day. If by chance this
doesn "t happen. I'll be waiting clothed
in satin. Your Fiance. Tracy.

Kendyl. You are an awesome Alpha
Sig! Happy Valentine ·s Day. Alpha Sig
love. Debbie.

0

Moocher. Thanks for the best 5 months
of my life and being my extra special
Valentine. Get psyched for formal. it
will be a blast!! Love you always.
Honey-bun.

--

Malia. We'll celebmte Valentine's Day
the Nassau Way. I Love You. Love.
Cory.

D.O. - l "ve really enjoyed the time
we"ve spent together lately. Love. D.B.

CATE - I WISH WE COULD HAVE
SHARED THIS DAY TOGETHER LOVE. DONNY.
C.B. - rm always here for you. I miss
you - Your Big Bear.
Dave. Happy Valentine's Day! You will
always be my sweetie. I Love You.
Laurie.

Whadda ya say Sabra. Dump that
Bonehead and give ED a chance.

•
•

I told you I loved you more!!
Valentine's Day Honey!! Love.
LinlcDooDoo.

Valentine: Keep thinking of magic doors
and falling stars.

•
•
.

THOM RAKESTRAW - Happy
Valentine ·s Day you sexy wigwmn you.
I Love You. Love. buttercup.
Christy D. Happy Valentine's Day! I
Love You! Love. Ken .

\our lo'e is all I need to get b)·.
) fi rst Valentine's Da) ! Lo,e,

Mel. Karla & Sara - Let"s make our Ia.~t
semester together ""D-Groovy!·· rm
going to ""miss-u-much"" after May!
Love ya. Lisa
Cam. Don"t know what rd do without a
Valentine like you! Love You! Shelly

Jim. Six years with you is not nearly
long enough! I Love You! Julie.

I still believe in magic doors. Chicago.
falling stars. and us. Happy Valentine's
Day.
.
Sizzles - This has been the best 5
months! Happy Valentine"s Day
sweetie! Love. Snuggle-Bunny.

David. You are everything I could have
ever hoped for. I Love You Valentine!
Karen.

Bunny. Love you muches of bunches
and bunches of muches! Honey Honey.

•

To 9A: We transfer our love & wannth
to you. Rebida. Rebida. Italian Boobs.
Happy Valentine"s Day to the ··dear
heaits"" in the DEN Front Office. Betty.

Dee. Ang & Lara - Thank you for being
our friends! Love. Lee & Suz.

Alan Randolph - To the love of my life.
Happy Valentine's Day. I love you!!!
Aimee.

•

Brad Mitchell: Happy Valentine's Day!
rm looking forward to our fonnals Indianapolis and Chicago will never be
the same. Love always. Kerri Jo.

Aimee: Happy Valentine's Day!!!
Thank you for the past 3 years. Love Al(l00%).

Jeff - To m' one and onh· Valentine,
1"1110\e )'Ou.fore, er. Lo,e:Kimberlee.

Terry. Hey Bpb)'! Happy Valellline "s
Day! I love you very much. Love
Always. Tracey

Jodie Killion. Kiss me you fool!! Happy
Valentine\ Day. Guess Who9

•

Laura. My Hean soars like a Hawk.
Happy Valentine's. The Legend
Happy Valentine"s Day. Good Luck
on Chem. totnorrow. Lo•·t, Jerry
Lisa. Each moment with you is a dremn
come nue. Love. Derek

Romper Stomper: I Lon You!
Enough Said.
Dave. I praise God eve1y time I think of
you. You're so neat. Love. RCA.

Hot Stuffins. you·re all my dreams
come true. Happy V::lentine"s Day!
Love. Pookie Bear.
Noomseykins. The past four months
have been the greatest! You ' re the
bestest girlfriend EVER! All my love.
Studmuffin

Piggy. I wa111ed eve1yone at Eastern to
know how h~y I am that we"re
together - burl Cli'11fl have the money
to put anym,me words in this ad.
Sony! Happy ~kntine\ Day! Love.
.. ·,
Cheese
Sweet Pea. tlve You oh

mochU=~

Donna: You make every day Valentine "s
Day. Love. Kevin.

s~ very

-

Brenda. NO one can ever love you as
much a.~ I do. David.

Dawn Krywanio. Happy Valentine"s
Day. I Love You! Love. Eric Birkholz.

)'OU lots this special
Hi punkin - ·
Day together! Love.
and first Val
Pie
·,.
i;,

Max: To the most special person in my
life. I wouldn "t trade you for anything.
Happy Valentine's Day sweetie. Love.
Jami. P.S. rn love you forever!

To Becky. My Three Story Blonde.
Happy Valentine's Day! Love Ya
Always. KEITH.

J.R. Elder:
Second Valentine·s
Day and th
for a great year and a
half. Love.~
Renee Griffin - I Love my sweet-tan.
Happy Valentine ·s Day. Love always
and forever. Jim

Huggy Bear. I think you're neat-! Will
you please be my Valentine. I LOVE
YOU! Pooh Be-ar

Cory - Happy Valentine ·s l>dy! The la.~t
5 months have been SWEET! I LOVE
YOU! Maria

Tim - each and every day you are my
~weetheart Valentine. LOVE YOU!
Your Snugglebunny

POLLY THANKS! YOU"RE A
SWEETIE. LOVE. MIKE.
To: Jean From: SM Eight years past.
How long will these feelings la.~t.

To a nice woman I find ' 'e ry attracth e
and nice. I would lo"e to get to know
you better and e,·entually be your
manl Happ~' V.alentine's Day•

Smitty a sweet loving friend who makes
me smile quite often. Sending all my
love and friendship to you on this
special day. Love. The ""R""

Piggly Wiggly. Happy First Valentine ·s
Day. I Love You. Love. Meanie Weenie

Seann. Happy Valentine "s Day .. sweet
pea ... I love you so much . Hugs and
Kis.o;es. Julie.

Y REDICK: Happy Valentine's
Good Luck this weekend! Bring it
Love you. Jodi.

To my one and only: Happy Valentine "s
Oya to a special person! Love. Eric.

.

BRIAN HANNON: Happy Valentine·s
Day! I Love You! Jen.
JERRY SCHMIDT: Happy Valentine's
Day! I Love You! Jen.

Vince Stadelman. rm Sony! It's you
and me babe! ""2" I love you. Jemme

Michael Mccue. You mean a IOI to me.
I Love You - Always. Alex

Kristin R.: Memories. Memories! I've
had fun. How about you? Luv Ya .
Bruce.
HERNANDEZ - THE PAST
WEEKS HAVE BEEN THE
SEE LONG DISTANCE
NSHIPS DO WORK. LOVE
CESS LISA.

Kathleen Check. Happy Valentine ·s
Day! We love you! Mom. Dad &
Brian

Tricia. Nice Pooper! Happy Valentine ·s
Day. Love Ya Always Vinko.

Bugaboo - Happy Valentine '.s Day! I
love you BIG time. Love - Pookey.

TO MARK SCHMELTZER-- Hapµy
Valentine ·s Day to the best big brother at
Eastern. You are proof that not ALL
men are scum. Love. Am1ie.

Mark Sowa: Happy Valentine's Da}>
sweetpea! Love. Robyn and Lisa.

Angel. I know it ·s rough. but we "re
gonna make it! I Love You. TB.

Steve Tribbuzi: Happy Valentine ·s Day!
These past 11 months have been a
dream come true. I'll love you always
and forever. Love. Tracy.
ie Rhein: I wanted to get you
· g special for Valentine ·s Day.
· g that won "t ever wear out. you
it up. and you can take it with
here; MY HEART and MY
I Love You very much. Love.

Nie. Happy Valentine "s Day Sweethean!
You "re the best! Good luck pledging
Sigma Pi. and thanks for always finding
time for me! Te Voyo!! Love. Your
girlfriend.

Rob - Happy Valentine·s Da) to my
one and only! LMWJ'\ LO\e Ya! Kiss!
JEFFERY: CUPID HAS A BEAUTY
OF AN AIM. EH? JE T AIME! AMO
SU!ALECIA.

I Love You. Becky Sue - Sod. Mon.

S.A.K. Be my Valentine Forever and a
Day. L.E.K.

Dennis. You are the hottest. sexiest love
chunch I know ... and I wanted to
embam1ss you in the newspaper. Love.
Rita.

Jenny K - Happy Valentine ·s Day to my
favorite Alpha Sig Lil Sis. Love .
Debbie.
CAPTAIN CASUAL creator of black
book part 2. we salute you! The troops.

Russ: The last few weeks have been
great. hope there are many more to look
forward to. Happy Valentine's Day!
Love. Robyn

Snuggles. 1"11 always love you! Happy
Valentine·s I>.ty! Love. Strawberry.
Christy. l"m sorry. it won"t happen
again. Thanks for staying with me.

Heather (Nerd) - Thanks for being there
for me. Happy Valentine's Day! Love.
Vicki.

•

To: Shannon Cmin. I love you so much.
I dream and lust for you. Love. Scott
Richardson

DKD: Happy V Day. I hope this is our
Ist of many together. You are the best
spooner. MLS.

Cathy Mees - Happy Valentine ·s Day. I
love you. Love. Kevin .

JEFF MOU. Happy Valentine's Day.
Looking forward to a GREAT
Weekend! Love. Lee.

Craig- Happy Valentine's Day Sweetie!
I'm so lucky to have you. With love.
Vicki.

Tina and Rodent - Parents are leaving
this weekend and Bruiser is waiting for
you! Love. Todd.

Bryan Gorman. You·re the best thing
that has ever happened to me . Happy
Valenti!le "s Day to my G-Man! ! ! Love
& Miss You With All My Hemt. Dawn
Made.

From the moment we were one you"ve
never been out of my mind. Pmnela

Christopher Clyde - Love is ...
knowing rm spending the rest of my
life with you! I Love You Forever.
Jane

•

a
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MY SECRETARY" Resumes,
papers. Next to Monical's 903
18th St. Open 1-5 p.m. Monday
through Friday, other times by
appointment.
345-1150
_____
_ _ _ _ _5/3

The Daily Eastern News
cannot be responsible for
more than one day's
incorrect insertion. Report
errors immediately at 5812812. A corrected ad will
appear in the next edition.
All classified advertising
must meet the 2 p.m.
deadline to appear in the
next day's publication. Any
ads processed after 2 p.m.
will be published in the
following days newspaper.
Ads cannot be canceled
after the 2 p.m. deadline.
Classified ads must be
paid in advance. Only
accounts with established
credit may be billed.
All
Advertising
submitted to The Daily
Eastern News is subject to
approval and may be
revised , rejected, or
canceled at any time.
The Daily Eastern News
assumes no liability if for
any reason it becomes
necessary to omit an
advertisement.

Mini Storage available by the
month. 348-7746.

MARRIED OR SINGLE WOMEN
WITH CHILDREN NEEDED AS
SURROGATE MOTHERS FOR
COUPLES UNABLE TO HAVE
CHILDREN. CONCEPTION TO
BE
BY
ARTIFICIAL
INSEMINATION . PLEASE STATE
YOUR FEE. CONTACT: NOEL P.
KEANE,
DIRECTOR ,
INFERTILITY CENTER OF NEW
YORK, 14 E. 60TH STREET, STE.
1240, NY, NY 10022. 1-212-3710811 MAY CALL COLLECT. ALL
RESPONSES CONFIDENTIAL.
_ __ _ _ __ _ _ _ 2115
We
need
ambitious
underclassmen to train for
advertising sale positions.
Apply Daily Eastern News.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _5/3
EASY WORK : EXCELLENT
PAY ! ASSEMBLE PRODUCTS
AT
HOME.
CALL
FOR
INFORMATION . 504-641-8003
EXT. 9202
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _2115
EXCITING JOBS IN ALASKA
HIRING :
Men -Women .
Summer/ Year round. Fishing,
Canneries , Logqing , Mining ,
Construction , Oil Companies.
Skilled/Unskilled. Transportation
$600 plus weekly. CALL NOW! 1206-736-7000, EXT. B 296

SERVICES OFFERED
HELP WANTED
WANTED
ADOPTION
RIDES/RIDERS
ROOMMATES
FOR RENT

Looking for 1-2 females for
summer and/or fall. Close to
campus. $140 +utilities Call 3481131
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ 2122

FOR SALE

&.

FOUND

ANNOUNCEMENTS

[astern N ews

The

oauy

Starting Fall, 3 bedroom houses,
121 O 3rd Street, 1606 11th
Street, 1210 Johnson, 4 bedroom
House/duplex 314 Polk, 1/2/3
bedroom apts, 415 Harrison Call
348-5032

--------~2126

Apartment for RENT: 3 bedrooms
- 3 people - For appt. call 3488267

-~----.,--,-=-~2122

DIRECTORY

LOST

ADOPTION : Happily married,
financially secure couple, wish to
adopt a white newborn. Will give
lots of love and security. Legal
and confidential. Call 618-4629144 or call collect: (708) 9409532: Carol and Robert

CLASSIFIED

4 subleasers needed. $170/mo.
AIC and water included. Call 3488981
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _2118
One bedroom Apartment ideal for
two near campus. Phone: 3452416
2119

T=w~o-B~E~D
~R~O
~O
~
M-A
.,-,P
""'A,-,R""T=MENT

very nice, reasonable . Year's
lease. Phone: 345-2461
- - - -- - -----'2119
Houses for rent 1 block from
campus. 2, 3, 4, 7 bedrooms. Call
348 -5540 or 348 -0440 for
appointments.
-,-----,-------,-.,--,314
Vacancy for one man at 1803
12th street. 7 bedroom, 3 bath
house $120/ mo. and share
utilities with six other guys.
Private parking, private room.
345-4714
------~~--2/26
HOUSE FOR GIRLS: Furnished,
3 bedrooms , laundry, parking
close to EIU. 345-7286
~--,--,--,---,---=:--:--2122
Rent University Drive , Two
bedroom townhouses, furnished,
near Wal-Mart. Call 345-6115
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 5/3
QUALITY FIVE BEDROOM
HOUSE , FULLY FURNISHED ,
DISHWASHER, HALF A BLOCK
FROM OLD MAIN ON 7TH ST.
SUMMER/ FALL RENTAL 5-7
STUDENTS. 348-8046

~-~-~~~-=~~·5/3

QUALITY THREE BEDROOM
HOUSE , FULLY FURNISHED .
NEAR OLD MAIN ON 7TH ST.
SUMMER/FALL RENTAL. FOUR
FEMALE STUDENTS. 348-8406
_ _ _ __ __ ___5/3

ACROSS

Ao FORM

Name:_________________ _
Address: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _
Phone: _ _ _ _ _ _Students O Yes

Nice, close to campus, furnished
houses for 91-92 school year.
Two people per bedroom. 10 1/2
month lease. $165/mo. 345-3148
evenings.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _5/3
Now leasing 2 bedroom furnished
apartments McArthur Manor 3452231
----------5/3
Intercession/Summer Houses for
rent, 1 block from campus.
Summer rates. 348-5540.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _3/6
FALL APARTMENTS Furnished
close to E.l.U. excellent condition.
Parking, no pets 345-7286.
-------~~~2115
OLDTOWNE MANAGEMENT still
has a few apartments left for 9192 call 345-0LDE.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 2/15
1, 2,and 3 bedroom furnished
apartments and houses. 1 O
month lease. Deposit required
345-4010
~---------2/15
Nice , one bedroom apartment,
very near campus, range, refrig.,
drapes provided , no pets , 2
people max. $325/mo. 354-4220
or 581 -6236
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ 2/15
Two
bedroom
furnished
apartment above Hooters. Ceiling
fans , nice furniture. Water and
garbage included in rent. $190
each for two. 345-4508
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _2/14
APARTMENTS 3rd St· and 7th St.
2 BR for 2-3 students . Call
RENTAL SERVICES 345-3100.
Between 3-9 p.1J1.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _.2/22

0 No

Dates to run _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Ad to read:

29 Insect contest?
30
Unique
1 Irredu c ible
31 Intimidate
6 Moderate
37 Store
10 Company
38 Reap
14 Olfactory
39 Repute
stimulus
40 Moon man
15 Baseball ·s
42 Bullwi nkle. for
Saberhagen
one
16 Light bulb. in
43 Ravage
comics
44 Used a shim
17 Not as many
45 Got better
18 Inn fare
49 Card
20 Basketball
51 Company's
strategy
publication
22 Lofty lodg ing
52 C e rtain returns
23 --- 500
from Sampras
(popular auto
57 Returns
race)
24 Actress Eve and 59 Be in store
family
60 Canceled. as
stamps
25 Procrastinator's
word
61 Downwind

Under Classification o f : - - - - - -- - - - - - Expiration code (office use only) _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Person accepting ad _ _ _ _ _ Compositor _ _ _ __
no. words/days._ _ _ _ _ _ Amount due:$ _ _ _ __
Payment:

OCash

OCheck

0 Credit

Check number
20 cents per word first day ad runs. 14 cents per word each consecutive day
thereafter. Students with valid ID 15 cents per word first day. 1O cents per word
each consecutive day. 15 word minimum. Student ads must be paid in advance.

DEADLINE 2 P.11. PREVIOUS DAY-NO EXCEPTIONS

The News reserves the right to edit or refuse ads considered libelous
or in bad taste.

Father Dowling
Gabriel's
Good Sports
Knots Landing
News
Tonight

News
M•A•s•H
Current Affair

Late Night

Hard Copy

Fire
Prime Time
Live

Birmingham at
S. Florida
College BB:
Minnesota at
Iowa

News
Love Connection (10:35
Nightline (11 :05)
Rick Dees (11:35)

Murder, She
Wrote
Movie:
Tagget

Miami Vice

Pioneer car stereo
speakers $200 8
4 modulars $140 4
$200/Best Offer 348-1
1989 250R NINJA R
2 ,300 mi. Excellent
always garaged. $2,
581-5619
GOVERNMENT
Vehicles from $1
Mercedes. Corvettes.
Surplus. Buyers Gu'
962-8000 Ext. S- 9997
Do you use Canon
NP-3025 toner cartil
good deal call Amy or
581-2812
Lhasa Apso pups
male/female . Shots
healthy will deliver Feb.
227-3916

GOVERNMENT
SEIZED
Vehicles from $100. Fords.
Mercedes . Corvettes . Chevys .
Surplus. Your area. (1) 805-6876000 Ext. S-9997.
_ __ _ _ __ ___2/15
Sofa $200 , coffee table $50 ,
Lamps $25. 348-5856.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _5/3
Trumpet - Bach II. Like new cond.
$350.00 Call 581-2123 or see at
Coleman 11 OA.
_ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _.5/3
Single bed dorm loft $65 0.B.0.
Can accommodate an 80" bed
345-9784
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ .5/3

62 Bete ·63 Stables
64 Beatty film
65 Sarkin or
Burstyn

2

3

5

4

14

17

20

DOWN
1 Golf stroke
2 Territory
3 Distributes
4 "- - aman
with ... "
5Rifle
&Abated
7 Army
8 Look for
9 Letter from
Piraeus
10 Played a shrill
flute
11 " Do - - to eat
a peach?" : T . S.
Eliot
12 Dammar or
guaiacum
13 Ends a chess
game
19 Valentine
delivered in
Santa Rosa
21 Genetic initials
24Long time
25 TV role for
Peggy Wood
26 Controversial
apple spray
21Model
28 Aardvark ·s
delight
29 Gasconade

30
37

40

51
57

80
63

45 Boring
46 Rid of chalk.

3t Casino cash
collector
32 Bo's number
33 Adjective for
" no news"
34 .. My Life as
----."Swedish
film
3S Rambler. e .g.
H TV's talking
horse
38Alum
4t Adolescents

e.g.
47 Ford 's
predecessor in

1973
48 Cheryl and
Diane
49Tore

This Old House

Bulls at Knicks

News

Mystery!

Night Court

Being Served?
Movie

David Cassidy

Basketball

Movie

Terra X

Yankee WorkShop

Vietnam : A
Television Hist.

SportsCenter
College

...

QUALITY
LARGE
SIX
BEDROOM HOUSE, FULLY
FURNISHED . HALF A BLOCK
FROM OLD MAIN ON 7TH
STREET.
SUMMER/FALL
RENTAL 6-9 STUDENTS. 3488406
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _5/3
3 bedroom apartment for 4 girls
$155/mo. 1426 91h St. 1 bedroom
apartment for 2 girls $170/mo.
1438 91h St. 3 bedroom house for
4 men $130/mo. 1301 4th St. 5
bedroom house for 5 men
$140/mo. 1125 4th St. 1 bedroom
apartment $195 -$225/mo. 751
6th St. Call 6621 .
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ 5/3
SUMMER APARTMENTS from
June 1st though August 1st $250
per month. Phone 348-7746
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ____:313
Wanted: 2 Summer Subleasers
for ON campus Apartment. One
bedroom. Immaculate! $125 per
person 348-8645
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 2/22
APARTMENT RENTALS CALL
348-7746.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _5/3
Furnished apt. for 6, available
June. $165/ mp. each deposit
required, utilities partially paid.
Near square. 345-4156

Legends
in Love
Kenny & Dolly
Tracey Ullman
Molly Dodd
Spenser:
For Hire

Beyond 2000
Gunsmoke

Adventurers
Dive to Adventure
/ietnam

Andy Griffith
Arsenio Hall

Timewatch
Part~

•

t

t' ' •.
'

\.'

t

•

••

Capt. Midnight
Streets of
San Francicso

Machine , •
'

H.S. Sports
Roy Rogers Hour

,

~

l)

t

••
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----~--~-'2/14
Signs, Neons, Clocks,
, $5-$25 Mike 348-1233
~-------:-'V14
eight bench with leg
ent - $55. Call Jane at

Good Quesiion at Marty's this
Saturday!
~-~--------:'V15
Dart Tournament at Marty's
Saturday Afternoon!
~~~~~~-'--_.V15

MICHELLE PAE : Where R U?
Love,yourA-G-S, Roberta
V14
G~R~E~E~K~~w=E=E~K~s=T=E=E""'RING

Diamond ring at Styx on
30. Sentimental value.
. Call 581-2095.
V13
=-:-=c.,-ha-rm
_ o_n-=2-=11:-:-in-=st,-udent
Building. Call 581-3831
,....----.,,,----;-;--:--V15
: small gold charm on
ay, Feb. 7th.. Very
ental. REWARD. Call
581-3341
V15
~.M-:::E:7'.N:;:S-:;S~E:-:":IK
::-:o=---=a:-:-U:-:-A:RTZ
H WITH BLACK BAND.
RO phone Dare at 345-

-::-::-:-------:--:V15
wild & crazy, one of a kind.
nce's 1148 6th. OPEN
T 1-5 p.m. 60's, 70's &
style clothing.
,...,.----,---,-:-·v8,13,14
forget your Valentine ;
ns, candies, and gift
es; variety of styles and
atTOKENSI
V14
-=R-,uiz-:-=-w'""e_co_u-=-ld-,-n-ev-e~r ask
more beautiful or sweeter
heart than you. Happy
Day! Love, the Men of
V14
.,,.-a-n-=d-cJ:u,.,lie- :-:Y
-=-o-u- t,w
--o are
mom and grandma a girl
ask for. Thanks for
hingl PHI SIG LOVE ,

COMMITTEE MEETING: tonight
at 9 - Arcola Tuscola Room
-----------'V14
Kris Schleier: I am proud to be
your daughter. You are the best!
PHI SIG LOVE, Kimberly
--------~V14
Beth Mccann: You are the best
mom! Thanks for everything. PHI
SIG LOVE, Your Kiddo
___,..,.-==~-,..,.---,-,--,--,--V14
MARTHA: Happy Valentines Day!
Have a NICE DAY. I am looking
forward to Sat. and next
weekend. Love, Brian
V14

T=R~l=SIG~M
,,__
A~
S: ~
Ha_
v_
e_a~
G=
REAT

VALENTINES DAY!!! You guys
are awesome!
--------~·V14
Congratulations on the new
Initiates of PHI SIGMA SIGMA,
ALPHA SIGMA TAU, and DELTA
ZETA, Love, the Ladies of Jr.
Panhel
_ _ __ __ _ _ _.V14
SD: Happy Valentine's Day! Will
you still be mine forever? Miss
you and love ya always! N.B.
~~~~~~~_ _.V14
DELTA ZETA'S: Had a great time
partying with you Monday night.
Can't wait to do it again! The men
of Delta Chi
_ _ __ __ __ _V14
Kristin Samo: Have a very Happy
Valentine's Day! Looking forward
to seeing you this weekend. Bri
~----:---~-_.V14
Desperately seeking date for
Valentimes
day.
Anyone
interested please contact Barb G.
- -- - - - - - - - - 'V14
Martin: I can't hide my feelings for
you any longer. Will you be my
Valentine? Love, The Cheeseball
~-----~----'V14
To the ladies of Alpha Sigma
Alpha: Happy Valentines Day!
--------~V14

,,,,.,,=--:=:----:----:---,.,-V14
KIE: Thanks for all your
I really do appreciate it! PH I
E,KRISTINA
2/14
::::E.,-,
LE::-::::
D""'
Oo-;
U:;:
R::-:
N:::
E:;:
Eo-;
N-: ""'
G. eoff
some tender-loving care,
ear abuse! PHI SIG
V14
=1o°"E,-:71.,.,.
th7
in7k-,l_n_eed~
to. see
alentine! How about a
zvous tomorrow at 103
5:00? Love, Marje
~:=-7-=-=-,..,~---:-·V14
E PRICE: Will you be my
tine? P.S. Did you enjoy

AND FASHION GUIDE

Campus Bible Study will meet today at 12:00 noon in the Oakland
Room, Union. The Chapter for this week is Matthew 19.
College Republicans will meet tonight at 6:30 p.m. in Lumpkin
Hall Room 105. All are welcome to come and observe out group.
Coles Co. Committee Chairwoman June McGown is expected to
speak.
Phi Gamma Nu will meet today at 5:30 p.m. in LH 017.
Greek Week Steering Committee will meet tonight at 9:00 p.m. in
the Arcola-Tuscola Rm.
Residence Hall Association will meet today at 5:00 p.m. in
Pemberton Hall. Early dinner is served at 4:20.
Epsilon Sigma Alpha will have Candy Sales Feb. 13-Feb.27. Call
Tracey (2360) to get your sell sheet if you missed yesterday's
meeting. The sooner you pick-up, the better we will do!
Epsilon Sigma Alpha will have Carnation Sales today from 9:00
a.m.-2:00 p.m. in Coleman Hall. If you signed up to work - please
show up! Thanks!
·
Coalition Against Domestic Violence will have a 40-HOUR
TRAINING FOR HOTLINE COUNSELORS on Feb. 16 from 10
a.m.-2 p.m. at the Coalition. Call for details-LouAnn 348-5931.
Delta Sigma Theta Sorority, Inc. will have "Show· Your Heritage"
Auditions tonight from 8:00-10:00 p.m. in the Gallery. For more
information contact Tabrina at 348-8643 . Arrangements can be
made.
Delta Sigma Theta Sorority, Inc. will be selling Homey-Grams
today from 8:00 a.m.-2:00 p.m. in Coleman Hall. Homey-Grams
are Valentine's Day cards in the shape of Homey the Clown: A
Balloon will be attached. Buyer may purchase additional balloons.
Zeta Phi Beta Sorority, Inc. will have Valentine's Heart Sales
today from 8 a.m.-3 p.m. in Buzzard Building. Pick up a Valentine
heart and kiss to give to that someone special!
Wesley Foundation will have a Choose Life Bible Study tonight at
6:30 p .m. at the Wesley Foundation. We will be studying
Ephesians - Hebrews during this semester for 13 weeks. You are
invited to participate. This group will meet every Thursday at 6:30
p.m.
Delta Sigma Theta Sorority, Inc. will have a Serenade tonight at
6:00 p.m. at the "Kappa's House". The loser of the Delta Sigma
Theta Bowl-A-Thon will serenade the men of Kappa Alpha Psi.
Public Administration Association will meet today at 4:30 p.m. in
Coleman 226. All students interested in careers in federal, state,
or local government are encouraged to attend our first meeting.
R.O.T.C. will have Lab today at 1500 hrs in the Union/Gallery.
Activities will focus on the M16A1: Manual of Arms.
Alpha Kappa Alpha Sorority, Inc. will have a Battle of the DJ's
party on Feb. 22 from 1Op.m.-1 a.m. in the University Ballroom.
Admission is $2.00. Please come and dance to the best music the
campus has to offer!
Alpha Kappa Alpha Sorority, Inc. will have a Battle of the DJ's on
Feb. 22 from 1Op.m.-1 a.m. in the University Ballroom. Anyone
interested i participating please contact Tonya Adams at 581-8108
or Kendra Peterson at 348-0226. Entry fee is $10.00. Cash prizes
will be given.
Alpha Kappa Alpha Sorority will have a Professional
Photographer tonight from 6:30p.m.-8:30p.m. in the Taylor Hall
Basement. There will be a photographer taking Valentine's Day
pictures. Prices vary according to size of picture.
Inter-Varsity Christian Fellowship will meet tonight at 7:00 p.m.
in the Charleston/Mattoon Room, 3rd Floor, University Union.
Becky Velleuer will be speaking this Valentine Thursday on God's
love. AS ALWAYS, NEWCOMERS WELCOME!
Alpha Phi Omega will visit the hospital tonight. Meet at the Rock
at 6:30 p.m.
Organization of Adult Students Informal & Supportive will have
a Social tonight at 7:00 p.m. at the Uptowner. OASIS, A truly
enjoyable experience. If Rides are needed call Kim at 345-6248.
Sigma Iota Lambda Pre-Law Fraternity will meet today at 4:00
p.m. in Coleman Rm. 102. All majors welcome. New members
always wanted.
PLEASE NOTE: Campus clips are run free of charge one day only
for any event. All Clips should be submitted to The Daily Eastern
News office by noon one business day before the date of the
event. Example : an event schedule for Thursday should be
submitted as a Campus clip by noon Wednesday. (Thursday is the
deadline for Friday, Saturday or Sunday event.) Clips submitted
after deadline WILL NOT be published. No clips will be taken by
Phone. Any Clip that is illegible or contains conflicting information
will not be run.
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Subscription Fqrm
...
Name:_~~~~~~~~~~-+-~~~,,.;.

Address: ______________,,,~~
~ ---City: _ _ _ _ _ _ State: _ _ Zip: _ __
Phone: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Date: _ _ _ _ _ New: _ _ _ Renew: _ __

LENGTH OF SUBSCRIPTION:

Summer __Fall __Spring __Full Year _ _
$10

$24

$24

$44

Amount Paid $ _ _ __ Cash __Check_ _

BILL TO:
Name:_~~~~~~~~~-~~~~-

Address: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
City: _ _ _ _ _ _ State: _ _ Zip: _ __
Phone: _ _ _ _ _ _~~-

CHANGE OF ADDRESS:
Name:_~---~~~~~~--~~-

Address: _ _ __ _ _ __ _ _ __ _ _ _
City: _ _ _ _ _ _ State: _ _ Zip: _ __
Phone : ~~~~~~~~-

The Daily Eastern News
Rm 127 Buzzard Building
Eastern Illinois Unviersity
Charlesotn, IL 61938
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SAVE LONG'
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The Daily Eastern News
will run your
CLASSIFIED AD
for 1 day for $1 *
•10 words ONE DAY is $1.00
•The 1 for $1 is available to any non-commercial individual who wishes to
sell an items or items (max. of 3 items). All items must be priced .
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Swimmers
split meets
at Millikin

r--------------IARGE

1
:
I

ONE-TOPPING PIZZA
DELIVERED TO YOUR DOO

: I. ~

By DON FISHER
Staff writer

One out of two isn't bad.
Eastern 's men's and women 's swim teams split their
meets against Millikin University Saturday, with the women
bringing home a 156-72 victory
and the men a 122-96 loss.
The Lady Panther s controlled their meet from the start
of the gun by winning the meet
on team depth and matching
some of the Big Blue's talent.
"We swept the I 00-yard
breaststroke and that really
blew things open," Eastern
assistant coach Scott Ebinger
said. "The girls never lost control of the meet."
The Lady Panthers took a
first, second and third place
finish in the 100-yard breaststroke.
Stacey Peterson touched in
first with a time of 1:12.75,
Heather Hofman placed second
(1:15.79) and Tricia Hansing
touched in third, clocked at
I: 17.21.
The 200-yard medley relay
team placed first with a time of
I :59.23. The group consisted of
Colleen Roach , Jan Rhudy,
Peterson and Hofman.
Junior Lana Brown placed
first in the 1000-yard freesty le
with a time of 11 :49.44 and Lee
Singer won the l 00-yard
freestyle, clocked at :57.66.
Although the men 's teams
had more depth than Millikin,
the Big Blue were able to overpower the Panthers and sweep
the meet on overall talent.
"They had abo ut the same
amount of depth as we did,
however, they had some exception a I swi mmers," Ebinger
sa id . "They would take first
and we would take second or
third, and that's not enough to
win the meet."
At this point in the ir taper,
Ebinger added that th e men
swam as expected with some
individual-best performances.
Some of these feats included
Mitch Moon 's win in the 100yard breaststroke (I :05.46) and
second place finish in the 200y ard individual medley,
clocked at 2: 10.84.
Junior Jeff Moll placed second in the 1000-yard freestyle
with a time of 10:58.30 and
Bill Costello placed second in
the JOO-yard butterfly with a
time of 56:07.
Costello also placed second
in the I 00-yard backstroke with
a time of l :03.43.Div er Chad
Jessen dominated the one-meter
and three-meter diving competition with scores of 190.65 and
167.15, respectively.
Ebinger said that some of the
swimmers are sti ll tired and
need therest that they are experiencing froll\ their tap er.
However. he added. the effects
from practice won't s how up
until later in the week.
The Panthers' nex t contest
will be the Indianapoli s
Invitational on Feb. 2 1-23. and
then th ey wi ll head into the
Gateway Championships.

The Dally Eastern

ONLY

$62.

,.-.
I Not mlid u•itb any other qf/er.
Must mention coupon when
Additional toppings available. Qfler expires 3110/91. 101
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•~----------,-----~--TWO MEDIUM 1 · .
I TWO-TOPPING I :. · ~!Ml-I
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:
30~
I
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AX I
TOPPINGS
II
Buy any medium pizza at th~
. · 3.1:.~·0
pnce. and get up 3 meat or
I
toppings tor 30C each.
I
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PHI SIGMA SIGMA
BUILDING REPUTATIONS ...
NOT RESTING ON THEM
PHI SIGMA SIGMA INFORMAL RUSH
FEBRUARY 14 7:30-8:30 p.m. or 9:00-10:00 p.m.
FOR RIDES AND INFORMATION CALL 581-6769
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SCHOLL COLLEGE GRADUATES CARE .•.
Dr. Ed Nieuwenhuis, Jr.
Dr. Lowell Scott Weil
"R!am Podiatrist, The Chicago Bear,s,
Scholl College Graduate 1964

Podiatric Surgical Resident,
Illinois Masonic Medical Center;
Scholl College Graduate 1990

• ABOUT OPPOKfUNITIES
Career opportunities for Doctors
of Podiatric Medicine grow
every year, resulting from the
aging of America and legions of
exercise enthusiasts. In fact,
according to the US Bureau of
Labor Statistics, career opportunities for foot care physicians
will grow 77% by the year 2000.
• ABOUT REWARDS
Podiatric Medicine lets you be
your own boss. You can balance
a successful medical career with a
fulfilling personal life. And pro·
viding critically needed health
care is the biggest reward of all.

Dr. Kathleen Stone
President, American Association of women Podiatrists,
Scholl College Graduate 1985

Career Open House
Scholl College in Chicago
1-4 P.M. Saturday, March 2, 1991

• ABOUT SUCCESS
Scholl, the leading College of
Podiatric Medicine, has prepared
successful podiatrists since 1912.
The first to afftlilate with a
major teaching hospital, Scholl
College in Chicago provides
students important multi·
displinary educational and
clinical opportunities during its
four-year post-graduate program,
and offers the largest scholarship
program in podiatric medicine.
Scholl graduates enter prestigious
hospital-based residency programs throughout the nation
and practice in all 50 states.
They're success stories in podiatric
surgery, podiatric sports medicine,
treatment of diabetic foot problems and general family foot and
ankle care.

COLLEGE OF PODIATRIC MEDICINE Thousands of podiatrists are Scholl Graduates.

SCHOLU

Thousands more are needed to keep America on its feet.
Our representative will be on campus soon.
Contact your pre-med advisor or call The Dr. William M.
Scholl College of Podiatric Medicine toll free:

1-800-843-3059

COLLEGE OF PODIATRIC MEDICINE
VVhat are you waiting for?!
/0!~11//l\'f1 !2=&J~'[f<?Jff'[J)) !Nl®WY!~ Classifieds W ORK!!
Deadline~ · 2 p:m . the day· b"efotef yta:i ·want the ad to rU'ri ' · ·' ··
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estlers look for win at Illinois
m's wrestling team, still
to snap out of its slump,
el to Champaign Thursday
n for a 2:00 p.m. meet
Fighting Illini of Illinois.
m coach Ralph McCaus. that the key to ending his
seven-game losing streak
to start out quickly and fin-

g.
last meet we started out
but we did not wrestle well
," McCausland said. "We
g to have to get strong peres out of everyone if we
'or Mike Papes will be
d into the lineup for the

HU RS DAY
HOOTR'S
Hi(@1TR'S

-

1.00 Longnecks
75 Budlight Pitchers

ight at

Panthers at the 158-pound division, and John Weber will take the
place of Mike Wheatley, whose
sprained wrist is still not JOO percent.
The addition of Papes and
Weber will fill up Eastern 's lineup.
The team loses six points if it is
forced to forfeit a match.
"Last time we had to forfeit one
match, and any time you give up a
weight class you can't afford to get
pinned," McCausland said. "We
got pinned twice. With two pins
(six team points for each pin) and
a forfeit, you can't expect to win.
That's an 18-point swing in the
match."
Freshman John Wentz, who
leads off for the Panthers at 118
pounds, will look to give Eastern

the early lead that McCausland
said he feels is necessary in order
to win.
Juniors Ray Serbick (29-11-1) at
134 pounds and Dave Marlow at
142 will look to set the table for
the latter part of the lineup.
Although McCausland said he is
still hoping to end the regular season with a pair of victories and end
the team's losing streak, he is just
looking to end the regular season.
"It has been a rough year; every
time we think we have it together
something new happens," McCausland said. "We have the meet
with Illinois and then one with
Missouri to end the regular season
and then we can look forward to
the Nationals (March 14-16)."

'S ALWAYS
STY'S

Bring in your laudry and we'll
wash, dry, and fold all quantities.
We'll even hand up your laundry-just provide us with hangers.
Expires: 2/28/91
Near Campus•101 W. Lincoln·345-1442

GET YOUR.
SPRING BREAK WARM UP!

Bring your
Valentine to

At

THE BODY SHOP
NEW
8 A.M.-9:30 P.M. MON.-FRI.
HOURS: 9 A.M.-5 P.M. SAT.

NEW BULBS &. FACE TANNERS

Fats on Feb 14th

For a Sweetheart of a Meal!
Prime Rib/Lobster Duo
for Just $18.95!

3200 SUPER "WOLFF" BEDS WITH FACE TANNERS.
25 MINUTE SESSIONS.
PACKAGES GOOD FOR 6 MONTHS.

1410 6th St.
OLDTOWNE
APTS.
=-:

348-TANS

IRSTY'S

RAFT
IGHT

25°/o Off Drop-Off

GOLDEN DRAGON
Valentines & Chinese New Year
Double Special (Feb. 14 & 15)
Dinner for 2 only $11.95
• 2 egg roll
• 2 egg drop soup
• 2 Golden Dragon Dinner

ON

Day
ood Pecker
Cider,
uble Diamond,
Harp,
&. Guinness

$1.50

Route 16
1 mile West of
Charleston

PARKPLACB
APARTMENTS
(across from the Union on 7th)
• 1, 2 & 3 Bedroom
Furnished Units
• Free Trash & Parking
• Central A.C.
• Laundry
• Dishwashers • Balconies

Also

teak Nite
8 oz. Choice
harbroiled Sirloin
omemade fries,
Pasta, Slaw

$6.95

&-f

Thursday

MILLER DRAFT NIGHT
50¢ LARGE COLD DRAFTS
25¢

s1

HOT DOGS & POPCORN
Rum & Coke
Blue Tail Fly

come see Lisa (DJ)
playing dance music
by Johnny Gill, Young MC,
MC Hammer, Pebbles, Vanilla
Ice, Bell-Biv Devoe, etc.

Now Leasing
port Draft

~'

AT TED'S

T-Shirts, Hats (etc.)
Giveaways

$11.95

345-1033

i

~'

234-7337
348-1515

IT'S FATS FOR THE WEEKEND

Screwdrivers
Amaretto Sours

Buffet for 2

THURSDAY

Serving 4 p.m. to 9 p.m.
CROSS COUNTY
MALL
MATIOON

Apartments also on 12th St.
Call Anytime 348-14 79
For appointment
or drop by rental office on Grant St.
3:30 - 5:30 p.m. - M-F

Billiard Bar
&

~~51:S¥'&

Stv

OPEN

!@\

Eve1yday 11-3

£ X s u n d"y 12-12

..

'8\~

~
HAPPY VALENTINE'S DAY
Stix now delivers pizza!
(4-9 pm M-F 12-2 P.m & 4-9 pm Sat & Sun)

-THURSDAY·

Lunch 11-1:30
BLT, Pickle, Chips $2.75
Dinner 4-8
Grilled Chicken Breast Sandwich, chips & pickle $3.25
Miller Lite Pitcher $2.25
Momma Lou's Black Cherry Cola $1.75
Miller Genuine Draft Bottles in a bucket
5 (in a bucket) for $5.05
Refills just $4.05
Bud (Family) 20 oz. $1.15
Drawings for FREE pizza, pool and STIX sweatshirts
10:30 pm, 11 :30 pm & 12:30 am
Must be present to win .
Present this ad upon delivery for Large 1 ingredient pizza $6.95

FREE POOL
for Ladie'
until 6:1111 p.m.

"A Splash of Class"

Live

DJ

Turner comes up b'
in the clutch for UN
By R.J. GERBER
Sports editor

Northern Iowa's Dale Turner
thrives on the pressure of playing in close college basketb_all
games.
Turner, a junior point guard,
scored a career-high 17 points,
including a game-winning
three-pointer that propelled
Northern Iowa to a 73- 71
comeback victory again.st
Eastern Wednesday at Lantz
Gym.
The Venice High School
product has been in Northern
Iowa head coach Eldon
Miller's starting lineup since
day one of his freshman season, but Wednesday Miller
didn't want to talk about
Turner 's clutch trey.
"After the first five minutes
SHANNON THOMAS/Associate photo editor
was
more impres sed with
I
Eastern guard Steve Rowe drives around Northern Iowa guard Dale Turner in Eastern's 73-71 loss
Dale 's defen se," Miller said.
Wednesday at Lantz Gym.
" He makes a lot of things go
for us."
·
Turner was rotated on several of Eastern 's top offensive
the shot and finished the game weapons - no matter what
By CHRIS BOGHOSSIAN
Mid-Continent Conference
Associate sports editor
with a team- and career-high 17 position they played. The 6Basketball Standings
foot-2, 193-pounder was called
points.
Conference Overall
Going into Wednesday night's
on to defend Eastern guard
Steve
Rowe
poured
in
a
Guard
Northern Illinois
11-1
20-2
game against Northern Iowa, UW·Green Bay
game-high 23 points on 9-of-15 Steve Rowe, and 6-7 forwards
8-3
16-6
7-5
11 -12
Eastern coach Rick Samuels was Cleveland State
shooting, while forward Dave Dave Olson and Barry Johnson
EASTERN
6-5
11-10
worried with how his team would Western
Olson put in 12 on four 3-pointers were checked by Turner as
Illinois
5-7
12-11
react on the court after its heart- Akron
5-7
12-9
for Eastern. The Panthers were 7- well.
Iowa
5-8
9-17
"Dale is strong enough to
breaking, double-overtime loss to Northern
of-11 from that distance as a team.
llllno1s-Ch1cago
4-7
13-10
Northern Illinois Monday.
guard
anybody," Miller said.
Valparaiso
2-9
5-15
"I felt pretty good early on and I
He also wondered how his team
"He
can
take anybody at any
just wanted to step it up a notch
would be physically, considering quickly caught up and pulled and get the guys enthused, because position."
the contest was the Panthers' third ahead for the first time in the game they were down," Rowe said. "I
Turner, who set the Northern
in five nights.
on Maurice Newby's three-pointer wanted to get out there and get us Iowa school record for assists
All of Samuels' fears turned into that made it 50-49 with 14:52 left.
off to a good start, which we did. with 152 last season, wasn't
reality Wednesday as UNI's Dale
bashful about taking the 20The teams battled back and But somehow we ran out of gas."
Turner hit a three-pointer with 34 forth from then on, until Jones hit
The Panthers started the game footer that -put his team on top
seconds left, leading the purple a jump shot and converted the quickly, taking a 17-10 lead and to stay.
Panthers to a 73-71 victory over three-point play to make it 68-65 extending that advantage to 35-19
" It was kind of an easy
Eastern in front of 4, 137 fans at Eastern, with 4:49 remaining.
on Jones' three-point play with shot," Turner said. "We got the
Lantz Gym.
After Turner, who was fouled 6:27 left in the first half. Rowe had offensive rebound and my guy
After Turner's shot, Eastern ( 11- on a three-point shot, made two of 12 of the Panthers' first 17 points was going for the rebound, so
we just kicked it out and I hit
10, 6-5) called a timeout with the his three ensuing free throws, Nick and finished the half with 14.
ball and 10 seconds left on the Pace grabbed an offensive rebound
"We started off and we were the shot."
clock. Then guard Gerald Jones and dumped the ball in to give alert, we were ready to play, but I
He added that the purple
attempted a jump shot from 16 feet UNI a 69-68 lead.
think after that adrenaline high that Panthers' last victory, a 68-54
out, but the ball hit the rim and
Eastern 's Barry Johnson hit one you have at the start of the game, triumph over Akron, gave his
bounced into the hands of UNI's of his two free throws after that to we got really tired, and we team the confidence to defend
Brad Hill, who iced the game with tie the game at 69, Jones hit anoth- couldn't really gain any momen- against the Eastern offensive
a free throw.
er jumper to give the Panthers a tum," Samuels said. "I think if you attack.
"We were just down ·in spirit," two-point lead with I :42 on the combine that with the fact that we
"There were no doubts,"
said Jones, who finished with 13 clock.
Turner
said. "That last game
were in foul trouble and were
points. "We weren't tired mentally,
Then, after UNI's Troy shuffling guys in and out and try- gave us the confidence that we
but we were tired physically."
Muilenburg missed his attempt at ing to save people and trying to could stop them defensively.
With Eastern ahead 40-34 at the a trey, the ball was kicked out to keep them from fouling out, we We just play as hard as we
half, Northern Iowa ( 11-17, 5-8) Turner behind the arc. He made never could get a rhythm going."

UNI edges Eastern 73-71

can."
has paid off for Turne
came into this season hitt'
percent from the field
connecting on 51 percent
shots from the floor thi
son.
"I had been working
shooting the last coup
summers," said Turner, w
six-of-nine from the
Wednesday. "I have a 1
confidence in myself fro
lier this season, shooti
ball."
the adjustment to play
road and not get ra
because of experience
maturity.
"It used to be tougher
freshman," Turner said.
I'm starting to relax an
matured a lot. It used
tougher as a freshman.
"But anytime you pl
the road in college, it's
cult. You always have c
fans on you the entire
It's easier now that I'm ol
He added that although
an Illinois native , it d
mean as much to co
Charleston as it did a few
ago.
"It was a bigger deal
freshman," he said. "My
en ts couldn't make it t
game tonight because m
has been sick. But as you
older, the crowd on the
pumps you up and yo
more excited."

Women's team looks to keep winning against IS
By DON O'BRIEN
Staff writer

Now is the time for the Eastern's
Lady Panthers to see if 'they have
what it takes to be a playoff caliber
team.
Fresh off a pair of home victories
over Western Illinois and Bradley
last week, the Lady Panthers ( 10-11
overall and 5-7 in the Gateway
Conference) travel to Terre Haute,
Ind., Saturday to face the
Sycamores of Indiana State (5-8,
10- 12) in a 2 p.m. Gateway
match up.
Eastern sets out to avenge a 6456 setback the Sycamores handed

them back on Jan. 19 at Lantz.
With six Gateway games left and
2 1/2 games out of a playoff spot,
the Lady Panthers are in a "must
win" situation for the remainder of
the season.
"It's not a great situation we are
in," said Panther coach Barb Hilke.
"We knew we were in trouble after
we dropped our conference opener
to Wichita State at home. We need
to go out and win the rest of our
games and hope for some help."
In the teams' first matchup,
Indiana State jumped out to a 14point halftime lead on 56 percent
shooting over the first 20 minutes
of play. The Lady Sycamores' Julie

Gateway Basketball
Standings
Gateway
Southern Illinois
SW Missouri State
Illinois State
Bradley
Drake
EASTERN
Indiana State
Western Illinois
Northern Iowa
Wichita State

11-1
11-2
10-3
8-5
6-6
5-7
5-8
3-10
3-11
2-11

Overall
16-5
18-4
15-7
12-10

9-14
10-11
8-12
8-14
5-16

4-17

Lein racked up game highs of 23
points and 11 rebounds and teammate Hazel Olden chipped in 10
points and seven assists.
"We don't keep pace with Olden
and company very well," Hilke
said. "They are quicker, pass the

ball a bit better than we do and put
up a lot of shots. I don't think we
played as hard as we could have,
either. But we're playing harder and
smarter now."
The Lady Panthers, who have
won four of their last five Gateway
games, will have a tough time trying to shut down an Indiana State
offense which is scoring 74.3 points
per game in conference play. Lein
leads the Sycamore attack with 20.2
points and 8.8 rebounds per contest
and Olden is tops in the league in
the steal department and secon1 i in
assists.
"We need a strong game out of
(center) Stacy Frierdich," Hilke

said. "If she does a good
Lein down low and if we
tain Olden, we should have
shot at winning."
Eastern will look to its
duo of Frierdich and B
Williams for a large part
offensive scoring output.
is coming off a season-hi
point performance against
and Frierdich is averaging
game.
"We've practiced hard
our intensity up," Hilke said.
of teams would of folde
games ago. But I am proud
we are showing their com
ness."

